Update on the pathogenesis of bullous pemphigoid: an autoantibody-mediated blistering disease targeting collagen XVII.
Bullous pemphigoid (BP) is a common autoimmune blistering skin disorder that tends to affect the elderly. Autoantibodies (autoAbs) from BP patients react with two hemidesmosomal components: transmembrane collagen XVII (BP180 or BPAG2) and plakin family protein BP230 (BPAG1). Of these, collagen XVII (COL17) is thought to be a major autoantigen. The binding of autoAbs to COL17 following the activation of complements and inflammatory pathways eventually leads to the degradation of COL17, and this has been regarded as the main pathogenesis of BP. However, recent investigations have suggested other pathways, including a complement-independent pathway and a pathway involving IgE-autoAbs. BP-autoAbs can directly deplete COL17, leading to fragility of the dermal-epidermal junction. In addition, IgE-autoAbs to COL17 may be involved in the formation of itchy urticarial erythema associated with eosinophilic infiltration. This article summarizes the update on pathogenesis of BP, with a special focus on blister formation by autoAbs to COL17.